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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the construction and use of a topographical map of the innovation
landscape. The purpose of the map is to provide a holistic view of the key factors that
enable innovation (the so-called 'landmarks'), how well they are aligned to support the
particular type of innovation the organization needs to pursue, and to identify possible
gaps.
The landmarks are found in four strategic business directions, namely (1) change, (2)
people, (3) resources, and (4) operations. The landscape covers four domains that
influence innovation - the attributes of the individual, the organizational context in which
he/she functions, the business environment (the market / industry in which the
organization is operating) and the external environment. The significance (importance)
and height (performance) of the landmarks in supporting and enabling innovation within
the organization is determined by means of a self-appraisal audit. The topography of the
landscape derived thus is subsequently interpreted in terms of the organization's
particular strategy.
The application of the innovation map is illustrated in three different organizations within
the Chemicals as well as the Mining & Metallurgy industries of South Africa. Our
research in the private sector, and the innovation literature pertaining to the public
sector, have suggested that the key factors that enable innovation do not differ
substantially, provided the different contexts are taken into consideration. Therefore,
we propose that this methodology, originally developed for the private sector, may be
applied equally successfully in public sector organizations.
1. INTRODUCTION
The perpetual race for competitive advantage is driving organizations all over the world
to become increasingly innovative in the way they conduct their business. Although
public sector organizations have traditionally been shielded largely from the pressures
that their private sector counterparts have been experiencing on improving
performance, cutting costs and providing better service, they are no longer exempt from
the influence of global competitiveness. The need to innovate therefore is an issue
growing in importance for these organizations, especially as the public demand for cost-
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efficient service increases to levels that have been the benchmark in the private sector
until only very recently. Indeed, public sector innovation has grown to such proportions
in certain areas, especially information technology and e-business, that they are
reported as among the leaders (Deloitte Consulting, 2001).
In the light of this challenge, a multitude of initiatives have grown, not only from the side
of government, but also from the private sector. Typical examples include the following:

−− Specialized institutions / units for innovation, e.g. The Public Sector Innovation
Unit of Norway and the US National Institute for Government Innovation (NIGI) .
−− Government programs for research on public sector innovation, e.g. Victoria
Link’s (New Zealand) public sector research project, Cases in Public Sector
Innovation.
−− Innovation Awards, e.g. The Institute of Public Administration of Canada's
Innovative Management Award Competition, The Ford-Kennedy School of
Government Innovations in American Government Awards and the
Commonwealth Association of Public Administration and Management
International Innovations Award.
−− Private Sector Partnerships, e.g. The Cisco Public Sector Innovation Council and
British Telecommunications (BT) Innovation Centre for the public service
industry.
Such initiatives have no doubt fostered a greater awareness of, and commitment to,
public sector innovation in general. However, when compared to their private sector
counterparts, many of these organizations are still on a fairly steep learning curve with
regard to the way in which they should manage innovation, and which factors are the
most important in achieving meaningful and sustainable changes to the bottom line. In
no small way, this is further compounded by the fact that innovation needs to happen in
an environment that is mostly not conducive to risk-taking, in which rigid organizational
structures often prevent informal communication and sharing, and in which resources
are severely constrained by tight budgets and centralized control.
The major focus of our innovation research over the past two years has been on the
factors that enable different types of innovation, how this supports the particular strategy
that the organization is pursuing, and how it relates to the dynamics of the business
context in which the organization is functioning. An outcome of this work was a tool that
guides managers in developing capabilities that would be aligned with the particular
type of innovation the organization was pursuing. This tool - a topographical map of the
innovation landscape and its key landmarks - also provides a structure for interpreting
the innovation performance of the organization, and ensures an explicit link with the
organization's strategy.
While to date this tool has been applied only within the private sector, it has been
structured in such a way that it offers a generic view of the factors that influence
innovation. This includes four 'directions' that are of strategic relevance to any
organization, namely the process of change (this covers issues such as vision, strategy,
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leadership etc), its people (personal styles, skills, knowledge etc), resources (capital,
information, infrastructure etc), and operations (internal business processes, systems
etc). It also takes cognisance not only of the factors internal to the organization that
support innovation (creativity, climate, etc) but also those in the business environment
that the organization is functioning in (customers, suppliers etc), and those in the
broader external environment (technology, environmental, etc).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate whether this tool can also be applied within
the public sector. Hence, it will cover the following three areas:
1. Explore the similarities and differences between innovation in the public sector and
the private sector.
2. Describe the development of a map of the innovation landscape, and how the
landmarks are audited to provide a topography of the landscape.
3. Illustrate how the map may be used to establish the alignment between an
organization's particular strengths and the type of innovation required in a particular
context (its innovation strategy).
2. PUBLIC VS PRIVATE SECTOR INNOVATION
The literature on the enablers of innovation in public sector organizations is not as
mature as that of the private sector: most of the significant studies in this area have only
been conducted fairly recently. It is thus the purpose of this section to explore the
similarities and differences between the enablers of private and public sector innovation
in an attempt to identify the “critical success factors” that govern successful change and
innovation in the public sector.
Numerous case studies and empirical investigations have been conducted in an attempt
to provide scientific evidence of the impact of enablers of innovation on company
performance and the success of new product development. Although the majority of
these studies focus on technological innovation, the parallels between this type of
innovation and service or process innovation are clear1, especially when defined in
terms of the enablers of innovation.
In our work on private sector innovation, and the auditing thereof in large organizations,
we have adopted a classification of the enablers of innovation according to four
domains that influence the process and collectively determine the nature of innovation,
termed strategic perspectives. This classification has special significance in comparing
the body of knowledge (degree of understanding) on the enablers of public versus
private sector innovation, as this discussion will attempt to clarify. The four strategic
domains are:
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The work of Damanpour and Gophalakrishnan (1994, 1998), which relates organizational structure and
environmental change to the nature and type of innovation, investigates the validity of this statement.
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1. The individual - the intrinsic qualities of the individual and how he/she is motivated
for creativity and innovation. This includes, amongst others, intrapreneurship
(Livesay et al., 1996), championing (Frohman, 1999; Markham & Griffin, 1998),
corporate storytelling (Buckler & Zien, 1996) and learning and growth (Lynn et al.,
1998).
2. The organization - the factors in the organizational environment that either promote
or hinder innovation. These range from leadership and management to systems,
quality and business processes. In this regard, Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1995,
1996) and Lester (1998) report a number of 'critical success factors' for new product
development. From an auditing perspective, the work of Tang (1999) and Chiesa et
al. (1996) has contributed significantly towards understanding the role of key
processes that enable innovation 2.
3. The business context - the extent to which the organization interacts with and
benefits from suppliers and competitors, their understanding of the customer and his
needs or preferences. This domain is essentially governed by enablers resulting
from the five competitive forces of industry profitability, identified by Porter (1985).
4. The external environment - the awareness of factors outside the industry that could
shape or influence the organization's mission and business objectives, and hence
innovation. Enablers in this domain include strategic scanning, new markets,
exchange programs and financial and technical sponsorship provided through
government initiatives.
In these domains, we have distilled a number of enablers that are key to innovation.
These so-called 'landmarks' on the innovation landscape are presented in Table 1;
collectively they cover the entire spectrum of issues that are pertinent to innovation and
the measurement thereof.
In an attempt to compare the enablers of private and public sector innovation, a survey
of the literature on public sector innovation was undertaken. This revealed that the
majority of research on public sector innovation has focused on the role of the
individual, while enablers of an organizational, business or environmental context (as
classified above) have received comparatively little attention. This can probably be
attributed to two factors:
1. Maturity of research. Since research on public sector innovation is relatively young
compared to that on private sector innovation, it is understandable that the majority
of research will be limited to the individual's role in innovation. Many parallels exist in
the way individuals are motivated for creativity and innovation, irrespective of the
environment in which they operate. Most of the observations and conclusions on the
role of the individual in private sector innovation may therefore be extrapolated to the
public sector (Glor, 1998, 2001; Lyonnais & Houle-Rutherford, 1996).
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In the interests of parsimony, only papers that provide a general and holistic view of all the factors
driving innovation in organizations are mentioned here. There exists a large database of articles on each
of the enablers of innovation that fall in this domain.
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Table 1. Key enablers of innovation (abbreviations refer to Figure 1).
The Individual
Motivation and challenge (mo)
Recognition and reward (rr)
Creativity (cy)
Organizational Environment
Leadership (lp)
Vision (vn)
Organizational culture / values (ov)
Management (mt)
Information and communication (ic)
Experimenting (ex)
Diversity (dy)
Business Context
Conferences and exhibitions (ce)
JV’s and partnerships (jv)
Customer needs (cn)
External Environment
Strategic scanning (ss)
Networking (nw)

Learning and growth (lg)
Skills and competences (sk)
Championing (ch)
Design (dn)
Internal processes (pr)
Auditing [Post-innovation audits] (au)
Quality (qy)
Infrastructure and resources (if)
Systems and tools (st)
Strategy (sy)
Benchmarking (bm)
Competitors (cm)
Suppliers (su)
New markets (nm)
Government programs (gp)

2. Process-constraints and internal focus of PSOs. The largely internal focus of PSOs
(i.e. the relative lack of drive for innovation from customers and other external
parties), coupled with strict and regimented systems and operational procedures,
necessitates a deliberate focus on the individual to drive or champion change
whenever the opportunity might present itself - in the public sector, the individual is
seen as the gateway to change.
The enablers associated with the individual’s role in public sector innovation are thus
clearly understood: reports on how public sector innovation has been stimulated through
improved learning and growth (Loucks & Robertson, 1999), creativity (Nagel, 2000) and
championing of projects (Manley, 2001) provide valuable proof of this fact.
On the other hand, enablers of public sector innovation in an organizational and
business context have received less attention. The majority of research in this case has
been directed toward the establishment and promotion of a so-called culture of
innovation, encompassing issues such as support, trust and tolerance, risk-acceptance
and empowerment of people (Lynch, 1999; Glor, 1997). Other issues often addressed
are the role of management in supporting innovation (Lyonnais & Houle-Rutherford,
1996; Beukman & Harfield, 1998), partnerships with private sector companies (Lynch,
1999) and improved interaction with 'clients' (this point will be elucidated later).
However, enablers in this group/context are seldom reported or discussed as a whole,
and have never been investigated holistically.
Borins (2001), in an analysis of data from US and Commonwealth innovation awards,
has, however, paved the way toward identifying and investigating a number of enablers
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of public sector innovation in an organizational context. These enablers are implicitly
defined in the following hints he provides for building innovative public sector
organizations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Management support of an innovative culture that encourages experimenting.
Establish a central innovation fund to support innovative ideas.
Encourage diversity of backgrounds and ways of thinking within the organization.
Actively seek information from the outside via benchmarking, site visits, and
professional networks.
5. Expect that staff must innovate at all levels of the organization.
6. Support experimenting and evaluation of experiments - recognize that failure is
possible, but that it is part of taking risks. Learn from mistakes.
Macpherson (2001), in his discussion on performance excellence principles in PSOs,
identified four main differences between private and public sector innovation. Having
just identified and discussed the enablers of innovation in the private and public sectors
according to the literature, these differences may be used to gauge the degree of
commonality between the enablers of private and public sector innovation. It was
reported that the public sector differs from the private sector in terms of:
1. Customers and markets. Customers and market interests do not drive innovation as
directly as in the private sector. Rather, internal interests, such as problems, political
influence and new leaders (Borins, 2001) are the main factors.
2. Risk. PSOs are by nature risk-averse. This is due to the fact that there are few
rewards, either financial or political, for taking risks and succeeding; the penalties
associated with risk and failure present even bigger obstacles to creativity and
innovation.
3. Process-constraints. Since PSOs are governed by powers from central government
and stringent regulation, there is little room for experimenting and re-engineering in
the workplace. Planning, operational and reporting requirements thus represent
major factors that hamper innovation.
4. Accountability. Due to the fact that different groups in a PSO (elected officials, chief
executives, the state, etc.) normally have different ownership interests in a project,
there is a continual need to trade off conflicting stakeholder needs. This results in a
lack of accountability for the project.
Although it may be argued that the private sector has traditionally been more customer
and market focused than the public sector, it is the opinion of the authors that this
distinction is dwindling fast. Public sector organizations are rapidly realising the need to
drive innovation via more intimate interaction with its clients, hence for instance the
movement toward citizen-centred service (Blyther & Marson, 1999) with a focus on
citizen/client satisfaction surveys (Schmidt & Strickland, 1998).
Considering the remaining three characteristics of PSOs highlighted above (riskaverseness, process-constraints and accountability), it may be argued that they are not
unique to the public sector, since they are also prevalent, perhaps to a lesser extent, in
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private sector organizations. This has proved to be especially true in some operational
environments we have audited (commodity production plants and mines), that are by
nature risk-averse and process-constrained. It is indeed the purpose of an audit to
explore the degree to which these factors drive (or retard) innovation in organizations while risk-averseness and accountability are measured under Organizational culture
(values), process-constraints may be benchmarked under enablers such as Processes
and Auditing (as indicated in Table 1).
Thus, in light of the large degree of correlation between the enablers of private and
public sector innovation reported in the literature, it may be concluded that the enablers
of innovation in private and public sector organizations are similar. A most significant
result of this conclusion is that the auditing tool currently employed in the private sector
may also be applied with success in the public sector, provided that the contextual
differences necessitated by different operating environments are kept in mind.
3. A MAP OF THE INNOVATION LANDSCAPE
Having identified the key enablers of innovation in an organization, the primary objective
of our work was to develop a tool – a topographical map – that could be used to provide
a holistic view of the strengths of these enablers and to show how well they are aligned
to support a particular innovation strategy. This strategy, which pertains to the type and
nature of innovation that needs to be supported, is governed not only by the
environment in which the organization operates (Damanpour & Gophalakrishnan, 1998),
but also by its particular customer strategy (Treacy & Wiersema, 1995). These factors
dictate the organization’s proclivity toward radical innovation (as opposed to incremental
innovation), technical innovation (as opposed to administrative innovation) and area of
innovation: be it in product, process or service.
This was accomplished by profiling each enabler according to the strategic areas with
which it is associated most closely, or in which it has the most relevance. The four areas
are as follows:
−− Resources (including infrastructure, capital, technology, information, systems)
−− Operations (internal processes, implementation, maintenance, measurement and
control, organizing, planning)
−− People (reward and recognition, motivation, teamwork, sensing, relationships, etc)
−− Change (strategy, vision, leadership, creativity, synthesizing).
As shown in Figure 1, each landmark is assigned a position on the landscape according
to the extent to which it is related to the four strategic areas; in practice this information
is obtained via a separate workshop. For example, while leadership (represented by
the 'lp' landmark) is perceived to have a significant role to play in mobilizing people and
providing direction during times of change, management is deemed more significant in
terms of keeping operations ticking over successfully, looking after measurement,
planning and implementation.
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The height of each landmark represents either its perceived performance (P),
importance (I), or alternatively their ratio (P/I), in the organization. This for instance
facilitates quick identification of enablers that are strategically deficient, i.e. those that
have a high perceived Importance in a particular context or environment, but which are
not leveraged sufficiently well (i.e. a low Performance). On each landscape, the peaks
therefore denote relatively high scores while the valleys represent low scores.
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Figure 1. Landmarks on the innovation landscape: the relative positions of the
landmarks are derived from their importance/relevance in terms of each of the four
strategic dimensions.
3.1 The Audit
In accordance with other innovation audits (Tang, 1999; Chiesa et al., 1996), the
strength of enablers are measured by way of a number of statements which have been
formulated for interpretation in terms of any type of innovation, ranging from technical to
administrative. These are scored on 5-point Likert scales, according to respondents’
personal perceptions of their work environment.
The audit consists of three parts:
1. Performance audit. This measures the strengths and weaknesses of each of the
innovation landmarks highlighted in Table 1. Its purpose is to benchmark the
effectiveness of the innovation process of an organization, or individual business
units.
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2. Importance audit. This audit determines the similarities and differences in the
strategic importance of enablers in certain functions or operational environments
in an organization. This data is critical to characterizing and modeling the nature
and type of innovation in different environments within the organization.
3. Thinking styles. Since innovation is characterized by a multitude of diverse
processes and methodologies, it is of cardinal importance for teamwork and
organizational performance that employees' thinking styles and behaviour, as far
as practically possible, are aligned with their particular functions. On the other
hand, there must also be sufficient diversity in order to stimulate creativity and
prevent group-think - an operational department crammed with thinkers will not
be successful; however, having only doers could mean that many opportunities
are not realized and exploited. For the purpose of determining the alignment of
thinking styles with organizational strategy, we are using an adaptation of the
Belbin team role model (Belbin, 1993). However, this part falls outside the scope
of the current paper.
In accordance with survey design guidelines set out by the OECD’s Oslo Manual, a
subject approach is followed. This means that the measurement is based upon the
innovative behaviour and activities of the enterprise as a whole, and not on the number
and characteristics of individual innovations. The audit is implemented as a set of webbased questionnaires, accessed via the audit homepage www.profiler.sun.ac.za.
Typical response times range from 30 to 40 minutes. Scores are logged automatically
by the host server; in this way data is transferred effectively, whilst the confidentiality of
the information is also protected.
3.2 Strategy
Since no organization has the resources to constantly innovate in every area of
business, it is imperative that it identifies the type of innovation it should pursue, and
leverage the enablers of these innovations strategically. Thus, the purpose of an
innovation landscape is to identify alignment between an organization’s performance
(enabler strengths) and the particular innovation strategy that it is following. Since this
innovation strategy is directly determined by an organization’s customer strategy and
the environment it operates in, it is insightful to explore the similarities between the
contexts in which PSOs and private sector organizations innovate. Treacy & Wiersema
(1995) define the following generic customer strategies that may serve as a point of
departure in classifying and characterizing different organizations and the contexts in
which they innovate:
-- Product Leadership (PL) - organizations that push products into the realm of the
unknown, the untried, or the highly desirable, e.g. Sony and Intel.
-- Operational Excellence (OE) – organizations that deliver a combination of quality,
price, and ease of purchase that no one else can match, e.g. McDonalds and
Dell.
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-- Customer Intimacy (CI) – organizations that build bonds with customers; know
the people they sell to and the products and services they need, e.g. Home
Depot and Mobil.
In this typology of organizations, it may be argued that PSOs most closely resemble
operationally excellent organizations: they do not need to be at the leading edge of
technology and performance; neither is it their core business to tailor their services and
products to the needs of each individual citizen. PSOs and operationally excellent
organizations exhibit the following similarities:
-- Focus on efficiency and cost-effective operation. Whether PSOs are driven to be
efficient by stringent budget constraints, or operationally excellent organizations
view efficiency as the cornerstone for maintaining maximum profit margins, this
type of organization must continually ensure that its processes and operations
are up to standard with best practices. Thus, these organizations need to realize
the importance of benchmarking and auditing for identifying those areas that are
in need of renewal: in this way innovation is driven strategically. Quality
management and continuous improvement techniques should be in place to
serve as a platform to support incremental innovation and improvements in
efficiency.
-- Predominance of process innovation. Since both PSOs and operationally
excellent organizations are characterized by high degrees of planning and
procedures (moving along the right channels), innovation is mostly focused on
how these may be improved or streamlined. An important enabler in this regard
is systems and tools, which include Employee Suggestion Systems, tools for
sharing of ideas and concepts (for example, over an intranet) and knowledge
databases (which ties in with information and communication). These enablers
not only contribute significantly to the generation of new ideas, but also
streamline the process of innovation, i.e. the implementation and exploitation of a
concept from one unit/department to the other. It is, however, important to be
reminded of the fact that process improvement need not only encompass
incremental innovation: in some cases radical innovation may be needed. In this
case, enablers such as creativity, diversity and motivation and challenge need to
be leveraged within the organization. However, due to their comparatively high
levels of bureaucracy and adversity to risk, PSOs are primarily concerned with
innovation that is geared at reformulating existing outcomes and systems.
Hence the greater focus on incremental process innovation and the enablers
thereof.
-- Providing a product/service that is easily accessible. At present, the most
important issue in public sector innovation is that of effective service-delivery
(illustrated by the move toward citizen-centered service, as mentioned
previously): PSOs are aiming to equal the high levels of service and efficiency of
product delivery that is the mainstay of operationally excellent organizations.
This drive not only aims to streamline activities according to client (citizen)
needs, but also seeks to establish the public sector as a valuable source of
information and resources to the public. In this regard, it is critical that the public
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sector remain aware of the needs of the public: this is accomplished via intimate
networks with citizens and citizen response surveys. Via these mechanisms, the
organization continually sources new ideas for service innovation.
In summary, organizations need to align their capabilities with the strategy they want to
follow, i.e. strategically critical enablers must be identified and leveraged. With specific
reference to the map of the innovation landscape, it has been shown that the capacities
of PSOs and operationally excellent organizations to innovate are heavily dependent on
those enablers of innovation that have a predominantly Operational and Resource focus
(as indicated in Figure 1). It is thus critical that Operationally Excellent organizations and PSOs - develop strategic strengths in this domain in order to support their business
focus and innovation. This principle is illustrated in the following section.
4. APPLICATION OF THE MAP
The innovation landscape methodology has been applied in a number of private sector
organizations in the Chemicals as well as the Mining & Metallurgy industries of South
Africa. These include a world leader in the production of platinum, a world-class
producer of synthetic fuels, and an international mining giant specializing in iron and
heavy metals. The results from these organizations will be used to illustrate how
innovation landscapes may be interpreted and how they serve as a visual tool for
gauging the degree of strategic alignment of competences within the organization.
Strategic alignment may be defined in terms of:
1. The correlation between respondents’ Performance and Importance scores - this is
an indication of respondents’ satisfaction with the extent to which strategic
landmarks are being supported in the organization.
2. The degree to which landmarks are aligned to support a particular innovation
strategy, as described earlier.
4.1 Importance vs Performance scores
In identifying the extent to which strategic landmarks are being supported in the
organization, it is important to identify those landmarks that are deemed to be important
(i.e. have high Importance scores), but have low Performance scores. Conversely,
landmarks that exhibit low Importance and high Performance scores also need to be
considered, since these indicate focus in the wrong areas. Using both Performance and
Importance scores thus allows for the identification of so-called strategically
'mismatched' landmarks. For this purpose, P/I-ratios are used to generate landscapes:
landmarks that are strategically deficient are portrayed as valleys on the landscape,
while those that are over-focused show up as peaks. If Performance and Importance
scores are generally well matched, the landscape has a smooth appearance; if,
however, Performance and Importance scores are not well matched, the landscape is
characterized by patches. Figures 2(c) and 3(c) represent landscapes of mismatched
and well-matched Performance and Importance scores, Figure 3(c) having a
considerably smoother appearance than Figure 2(c).
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In viewing the landscapes, it is helpful to note that borders are typically assigned a
value of 3 (except when using P/I-ratios, in which case the border is assigned the
average value of the ratios used in the landscape), which corresponds to a
neutral/average value on the Likert-scale in the audit. In this manner, peaks and valleys
denote above-average and below-average scores, respectively. Since the Matlabbased algorithm used for generation of the landscapes interpolates between peaks,
valleys and the border of the landscape, it is possible that landscapes may exhibit areas
of high performance where there are actually no associated landmarks as per Figure 1.
This is simply an effect resulting from the smoothing/interpolation between landmarks
and the border of the landscape.

Figure 2(a) Performance landscape - Organization A.
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Figure 2(b) Importance landscape - Organization A.

Figure 2(c) P/I landscape - Organization A.
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Figure 3(a) Performance landscape - Organization B.

Figure 3(b) Importance landscape - Organization B.
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Figure 3(c) P/I landscape - Organization B.

4.2 Alignment with strategic directions
Whereas landscapes of P/I–ratios show up mismatches between the relative
performance and importance of innovation landmarks, they do not give an indication of
whether the organization's strengths are well aligned with its particular innovation
strategy. Strategic alignment is achieved when an organization’s innovation landscape
reflects high performance in those areas characterized by landmarks that need to be
leveraged in support of a particular type of innovation. In the interests of simplicity,
these areas are defined in terms of the organization’s strategic business directions (for
example, is the organization geared toward constant change with a focus on radical
innovation, or does it rather rely on steady and systematic incremental improvement of
existing processes and systems). To illustrate this concept, Performance landscapes
for the three organizations (Figures 2(a), 3(a) and 4) are compared.
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Figure 4 Performance landscape - Organization C.
The landscapes shown have all been generated from data representative of the
Production and Operational environments (mining, commodity production, refining etc.)
of the organizations mentioned at the start of this section. Since the environments in
which these business units operate should theoretically echo those of operationally
excellent organizations, the landscapes should display significant strengths in the
Operational and Resource domains, as illustrated in the previous section. However, it
must be kept in mind that the innovation landscape may also exhibit strengths in other
domains: while these landmarks may not be critical to the organization’s business focus
or innovation strategy, they do act as valuable supports of other (secondary) areas of
focus in the organization.
In a comparison of Figures 2(a), 3(a) and 4, it is evident that innovation landscapes
facilitate quick and easy conclusions regarding the strategic alignment of landmarks in
an organization: although none of the organizations exhibit strengths in both the
Operational and Resource domains, it is obvious that Organization A is dominant in the
Resource domain (mainly due to strengths in benchmarking and the identification of
new markets), while lacking in the Operational domain. The converse is true for
Organization C. In each case it is easy to identify those enablers that need to be
leveraged for better strategic alignment, with the help of Figure 1. For example, each
of the landscapes exhibit prominent valleys in the Resources-Operations corner: this
immediately indicates poorly leveraged enablers of quality and auditing.
It is interesting to note the similarities and differences between the landscapes for
Organizations B and C:
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-- Strengths in the Change domain – both organizations exhibit significant strengths
in the Change domain (i.e. perceived strengths in enablers such as creativity,
learning and growth, vision and networking). This can most probably be
attributed to the fact that in each of these organizations, the Production and
Operations sections are closely linked to and supported by in-house R&D
facilities. Continuous incremental innovation and process improvement are
therefore supported by a long-term vision for radical innovation.
-- Customer networks – having discussed the importance of maintaining intimate
customer networks in support of service innovation, it is immediately apparent
from the landscapes that Organization B leverages this enabler better than
Organization C. This may be attributed to the fact that Organization B is being
forced to focus on this aspect of business in a market that is slowly moving from
commodity to speciality products.
Based on the above comments, it is evident how innovation landscapes can be
instrumental in understanding and visualising the strategic alignment of enablers of
innovation in different organizations, be it in the private or the public sector.
5. CONCLUSIONS
To an ever-increasing extent, public sector organizations are being subjected to the
same pressures as those experienced by the private sector a number of years ago.
Driven by tighter financial constraints and increased public demand for improved
service, PSOs are forced to approach their business in new and innovative ways. This
innovation, perhaps even more so than in the private sector, cannot happen
indiscriminately - due to limited resources it needs to be driven strategically. The
enablers that are critical to supporting a particular strategy need to be identified and
leveraged in order to provide real value to the customer and other stakeholders.
This paper described a tool and methodology to assist strategists and managers in
achieving better Returns-on-Innovation. In this tool, a topographical map of the
innovation landscape, key landmarks (enablers of innovation) are positioned according
to the way in which they support a particular strategy. The map also provides a
measure of the topography of the landscape in that it determines the relative strengths
of landmarks by means of an audit. Therefore, a major implication of this work is that
the innovation audit is linked explicitly to the organization's value proposition.
While the tool has been applied to date only within the private sector, it was pointed out
that the enablers for innovation do not differ significantly from those in the public sector.
For this reason, the audit and map could feasibly also be applied in the public sector.
However, while only minor modifications could be required, it is important that major
differences in the respective business contexts, such as risk-taking, autonomy of
decision-making, and availability of resources, be borne in mind.
The application of the methodology was illustrated by examples from our work in the
private sector. It was shown how important observations regarding the strategic
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alignment of the landmarks of innovation could be made – these would enable
appropriate action plans to be developed. An added feature of the methodology is the
fact that it facilitates quick and easy interpretation of the body of data collected in an
audit.
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